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Decameter-Wave Radar Studies of the Lunar Surface 
1. R. Davis, D. C. Rohlfs, G. A. Skaggs, and J. W. Joss 1 

Radar Division, U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C. 

An extended series of decameter· wave measurements of the total radar cross section of the 
Moon has corroborated a previous sugges tion th at this paramete r has a substanti ally larger value in 
th e decameter region than at shorter wavelengths. Examples are given of the ionospher ic effec ts 
which require decameter-wave measurements conducted over a transionospheric path to be regarded 
with caution. A beginning study of poss ible discrete scattering centers located in regions toward the 
limb of the Moon is described. 

1. Introduction 

The U.S. Naval Research Laboratory, as part of a 
continuing program of research in radio propagation 
and radar techniques , has conducted a high~frequency 
(HF) radar study of the Moon and transionospheric 
propagation for the past 31/2 years . Measurements 
of Moon-reflected radar signals at wavelengths be· 
tween 11 and 22 m have been made on a regular basis 
during this period with the use of NRL's high-power 
HF transmitting facility. As is often the case with 
decameter-wave radio undertakings, however, the 

~ pattern of the large broadside array which has been 
used for this series of measurements has imposed 
severe restrictions on the operating schedule. Ob· 
servations have been possible only for periods of ap· 
proximately 11/2 hr immediately after moonrise on the 
few days each month when the Moon's delination 
exceeds 15° North. Due to the ionospheric phenom· 
ena which affect decameter-wave radio signals, use· 
ful observations have been possible only during periods 
well after ionospheric sunset, as well. 

I RCA Service Compan y. 

In brief, the NRL high-power HF transmitting facil
ity has been utilized in a monostatic, pulsed mode for 
this study, providing pulses of approximately 250 /-tsec 
in length at pulse repetition frequencies of 55/8 pulses 
per second and harmonically related multiples of that 
rate. Observations have centered largely upon meas
urements of two principal characteristics of the Moon 
as a decameter-wave radar target: 

(a) Its total radar cross section, and 
(b) its properties as a distributed scatterer. 

An earlier series of measurements conducted with thi s 
facility [Davis and Rohlfs, 1964] has suggested that 
both of these parameters display somewhat different 
character at decameter wavelengths than in the meter 
and centimeter regions . In particular, the Moon's 
total radar cross section has been measured to be 
substantially larger at decameter wavelengths than at 
shorter wavelengths, and the relative contribution to 
the total scattered energy by areas beyond the Moon's 
central, specularly reflecting region has been measured 
to be distinctly less in the decameter region than at 
shorter wavelengths. This behavior has led to the 
suggestion than the Moon, apparently a perfectly 
rough or uniformly bright reflector at optical wave-
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lengths , di splays a central highlight which brightens 
and diminishes in area with increasing wavelength at 
radio frequencies. 

It is particularly with regard to the former result, 
namely that the Moon's total radar cross section is 
larger in the decameter region than at shorter wave
lengths, that these measure ments have represented a 
matter for further concern to lunar radar workers. 
Most measurements in other bands, from millimeter 
through meter wavelengths , have shown no discernible 
wavelength-dependence in the Moon's total radar 
cross section. It has been to the task of clarifying 
this apparent disagreement that much of the recent 
decameter-wave lunar radar work at NRL has been 
addressed, and a recent series of measurements is 
discussed in some detail in section 2. 

Modifications to the HF radar facility also have per
mitted a refinement in NRL's studies of the Moon's 
behavior as a scatterer in depth, and work has begun on 
investigating possible discrete scattering centers or 
in-phase groups of scatterers which appear at ranges 
well beyond the Moon's central, specularly reflec ting 
region. Initial results of these studies appear in sec
tion 3. Throughout the following discussion , stress is 
laid on the overriding concern of a decameter-wave 
radar astronomer: the precautions which are neces
sary to avoid contamination of his data by unrecognized 
perturbations in the terrestrial ionosphere. 

2. Decamter-Wave Measurements of Total 
Radar Cross Section 

Initial results of some early measure me nts a t centi
meter and meter wavelengths [Evans , 1962; Evans and 
P ettengill , 1963a, b] have sugges ted that th e Moon 
displays a generally increasing radar cross section 
with increasing wavelength. A later measure ment at 
8.6 mm [Lynn , Sohigian, and Crocker, 1963 , 1964], 
plus additional data in the centime ter and meter 
regions , has give n rise to a modification of thi s view 
[Evans and Pettengill , 1963c ]. At present, the earli er 
NRL measureme nts at decameter wavelengths are 
the only known evidence in favor of any di scernible 
wavelength dependence in the Moon's total radar cross 
secti on. It should be mentioned , however, th at little 
reliable work has been don e until rece ntly at wave
lengths longer tha n 3 m, except for th e NRL 11- to 
22-m measure ments, and the uncertainty in most 
shorter wavelength measure me nt s is adequate at leas t 
to allow such a wavele ngth dependence to exist. An 
early set of measureme nts at 7.84 m [Evan s and Ingalls, 
1962] showed no apparent wavelength dependence in 
either the total radar cross section of the moon or in 
its behavior as a scatterer in depth. However, these 
measure ments were r elatively insensitive to energy 
reflected from regions beyond the Moon's central, 
specularly re fl ecting region , and their estimat ed error 
was quite large as well. 

It is of utmost importance in experime nts involving 
transionos pheric radio propagation that contaminating 
effects of the earth 's ionosphere be recognized and 

compensated. In lunar radar measurements th ese 
effects are superimposed upon other. more predic table 
modulations due to -lunar libration and the antenna's 
radiation pattern. They combine in a particularly 
unfortunate manner at decameter wavelengths. 
Because most HF radio antennas are linearly polarized , 
decameter-wave lunar echoes are subject to deep 
fading due to the ionosph eri c Faraday effect , which 
imposes upon the m a periodicity of from less than a 
minute to several minutes , as ionospheric undulations 
and continuous variation in the direc tion of the lunar 
ray vector bring about variations in total length of the 
phase path. Lunar libration fading , with a period 
varying between 2 sec and 20 sec at decameter wave
lengths, contributes s ubstantially to the short-period 
scintillation of th e lunar ec ho as well. 

On a longer time scale, traveling ionospheric irregu
larities often clisplay an e ffective periodicity between 
20 and 40 min , causing potentially confusing focusing 
and defocusing of the Moon signal [Tveten, 1961 ; 
Tvete n, Melanson, and Moller, 1965]. The effects of 
ionospheric irregularities are complicated in the case 
of the NRL HF facility in that the passage of the Moon 
through the antenna lobe structure occurs with thi s 
same approximate periodicity. 

The consequence of these p henomena is that great 
caution must be exercised that only data is selected 
for analysis in which the four effects may be se parated. 
It has been characteristic of the decameter- wave 
meas ure me nts conducted by NRL that many obser
vations simply have had to be discarded in pursuit of 
thi s goal. The data presented below are examples of 
several meas ure ment s which have been obtain ed in 
whi ch it is believed that these phenomena are ade
quately separable. 

Figure 1 contains a representative sampling of total 
radar cross-section meas urements which have been 
made betwee n wavelengths of 8.6 mm and 19 m. The 
earli e r NRL measurements, a t 11.3, 15.6, a nd 19.2 m, 
which fall within the 0.1 to 0.2 level on fi gure 1, repre
sent the evidence in favor of an increasing trend of 
total radar cross section with wavelength. 

Recent improve ments in the NRL HF radar facility 
have permitted a coherent integration (or predetection 
bandwidth narrowing) technique to be employed as 
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an aid to eliminating the 2- to 20-sec fading s tru cture 
caused by lunar libration. Smoothing of echoinfor
mation over a period of 20 sec (of which 10 sec repre
sents the coherent integration period) has been utili zed, 
and analysis of lunar echo data has been simplifi ed 
and somewhat improved in accuracy relative to the 
means employed in determining the points in figure 1. 
Of the remaining variations, data have been selected 
for whic h fadin g due to the Faraday effect has been 
readily recognizable, a nd measurements have been 
restricted to I-min periods at the peaks of the Faraday 
fading pattern. Data have been selected for which 
the antenna lobe structure could be easily discerned 
as well. The most diffi c ult phenomenon to perceive, 
however, has been the recurrent focusing and defocus
ing effect of the earth' s ionosphere, which has been 
the chief contaminant of lunar echo data. Its in
fluence has been reduced by selection of modal values 
of total lunar radar cross section from a series of meas
urement periods. That is, several 11/2-hr observa
tion periods have been analyzed, each of which has 
yielded 6 to 10 I-min mean values for the total radar 
cross section. Approximate modal values of these 
many mean cross-section meas ure ments have been 
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selected as the most accurate representation of the 
actual lunar radar cross section. The value of 0.17 
times the Moon's projected area for the 11.3-m radar 
cross section result in figure 1 has in large been con
firm ed by thi s improved analysis. 

Figure 2 is an example of a typical series of radar 
cross-section measure ments made at a wavelength of 
11.3 m during the moonrise period of December 22, 
1964. Total radar cross section is indicated along the 
left of each strip in figure 2, relative to the total pro
jected area of the Moon (A III). Eastern Standard Time 
(which can be simply related to lunar elevation) 
appears along the abscissa. Antenna pattern nulls 
are apparent at 2125, 2150, and 2215 EST. Al
though rapid changes in amplitude are a common 
characteristic of the decameter-wave lunar echo, 
the sudden changes in signal amplitude at 2201 :40 
and 2221: 30 EST are at least partially a result of 
antenna adjustments. It has been a necessary 
procedure at times to utilize the first few seconds 
of a Faraday rotation fading peak to optimize the 
azimuthal positioning of the ante nna. The fading 
pattern exhibited by the re mainde r of figure 2 is an 
accurate indication of the true temporal behavior of 

> TIME (EST) -------~~ 

FIGURE 2. Radar cross section of the moon at 11.3 m measured on December 22, 1964. 
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the lunar echo, subj ect only to the 20-sec smoothing 
introduced by the signal processor. In analyzing the 
data in figure 2, 10 polarization fading peaks, selected 
to occur near the center of each of three antenna lobes , 
were found to yield I-min mean radar cross-section 
values grouped closely about 0.15 Am. It should be 
noted that there is little dispersion about this value; 
all except one of the 10 peaks fall within 10 percent 
of the mean. 

A second characteristic of figure 2 which is deserving 
of mention is the depth of the Faraday rotation fading 
nulls. Those at 2119 (26 dB in depth), 2135:20 (24 
dB in depth), 2137:30 (18 dB in depth), and 2204:30 
(24 dB in depth) EST are of particular interest. All 
four occur near antenna-lobe peaks, and can reason
ably be said to represent polarization fading exclu-
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sively. This circumstance emphasizes the extremely 
small contribution of depolarized energy to the re
ceived echo, and corroborates the view (discussed 
below) that the fraction of energy scattered from 
regions beyond the central specularly reflecting region 
is distinctly lower at decameter wavelengths than at 
shorter wavelengths. The data in figure 2 were 
sampled at a rate of one sample each 2 sec. 

Figure 3 is a second example of radar cross-section 
measurements, made at 11.3 m on November 25 and 
26, 1964, and displaying antenna nulls at 2340, 2400, 
0050, and 0115 EST. Noisy conditions during the 
early portion of this observation led to the degraded 
character of the upper strip, and caused the data in 
the 2400 to 0055 EST time period to be discarded. 
The eight polarization fading peaks in figure 3 which 
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NOVEMBER 25 AND 26, 1964 

FIGURE 3. Radar cross section of the Moon at 11 .3 m measured on November 25 and 26, 1964. 
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coincide with antenna-lobe peaks give rise to I-min 
mean cross-section values grouped about 0.18 AII/' 
Polarization rotation fading nulls of 24 dB in depth 
are evident at 2335 and 0105 F.ST. The data in figure 
3 were sampled at a rate of one sample per second. 

Figure 4 contains meas ure ments made during the 
moonrise period of Fe bruary 16, 1965, also at 11.3 m. 
These data were not scaled because of apparent am
plitude anomalies, and are presented as an example 
of a supposed ionospheri c focusing effect on the lunar 
echo. Antenna nulls occur in figure 4 at 1915, 1940, 
and 2005 EST. Notice that the bottom strip is plotted 
to a different scale from the two above it. Indeed , 
the amplitude of the two largest peaks on the bottom 
strip corresponds to an effective radar cross section 
nearly equal to the full projected area of the moon. 
It is only in the 1947 to 1957 EST time interval that 
such extremely large echoes appear; however, and it 
is presume d that their large magnitude is due to the 
passage of an ionospheri c disturbance through the 
propagation path . It should be noted that the polari 
zation fading pattern in figure 4 di s plays nulls of 20 to 
27 dB in depth , in co mmon with the other two examples. 

3. The Range Distribution of Energy 
Scattered by the Moon at Decameter 

Wavelengths 

Measure ments at nearly all wavelengths be tween 8.6 
mm and 11 m have sugges ted that the scatte ring di s
tribution of radio energy by the Moon displays a dis
tinct wavele ngth depe nde nce. Whereas the lunar 
surface appears nearly uniformly bright at 8.6 mm 
[Lynn, 1963, 1964], it takes on an increasingly s moother 
appearance at longer wavele ngths, until at 11 m the 
initial, quasi-specular component contains nearly all 
of the r e fl ec ted e nergy. Evans' early measurements 
at 7.84 m did not indicate this tre nd [Evans and Ingalls, 
1962], but hi s experimental apparatus was not capable 
of precise measure ments of the low-amplitude echo 
components from regions beyond the central, spec u
larly reflecting region. 

Evidence regarding the scattering behavior of the 
moon may be gathered by three general methods: 

(a) Actual measurements of echo power versus 
range may be made with a pulse radar, and an inte
grated c omposite pulse may be computed which repre
sents a '(j average scattering distribution over an 
extende J period. This is perhaps the most straight
forward tec hnique, but at decameter wavelengths care 
must b~ taken to avoid samples of data in which anom
alous group path length changes occur due to iono
spheric disturbances. Samples also must be chosen 
of adequate length such that apparently di scre te 
scattering centers, or groups of temporarily in -phase 
scatterers, at ranges well beyond the Moon's leading 
edge, do not contribute a disproportionate fraction of 
the total received energy. The occurrence of these 
persistent echoes, at ranges up to 9 msec beyond the 
initial quasi-specular component, has been a common 
phenomenon in the decameter-wave study conducted 
at NRL. 

(b) The spec tral characte ri stics of the total Moon 
echo may be inves ti gated , and an es timate of the scat
terin g distribution may be extracted from this spectral 
data and known lun ar libration parameters. This 
method is e quivalent to, but somewhat less reliable 
at decameter wavelengths th an, the ranging method 
because of continuous phase path variations in the 
ionosphere. It may be utilized in combination with 
the ranging method to perform a range·Dopple r "map
ping" of the lunar surface. A simple adap ta tion of 
this range·Doppler mapping technique has bee n made 
possible by modifications to th e NRL HF signal 
processor. 

(c) The contribution of the depolarized co mpone nt 
in the total received echo may be measured as a rough 
indication of the frac tion of the radar pulse whic h is 
re fl ected from effec tively rough surfaces on the 
Moon. This contribution is expec ted to contain an 
appreciable portion of the total scattered e ner gy from 
all regions of the Moon except the neares t , s pec ularl y 
re fl ec tin g region. Evide nce of th e ex tre mely low de· 
polarized compone nt in the decameter-wave lunar 
echo is contained in th e co mmon 20- to 27-dB null 
de pth due to polariza tion fading in figures 2 to 4. 

The N RL·decameter·wave measure ments have 
rested on the first of these techniques . Figure 5 is 
a comparison of the NRL results at 11.3 m with pre· 
viou s measure me nts by Evans [1 962] and Lynn , 
Sohi gian, and Crocke r [1963J. It must be empha· 
sized , however, th a t the 11.3-m data in fi gure 5 have 
been taken from a limited number of 1· to 2- mi.n sam· 
pIes, of 350 to 650 pulses each , and should be regarded 
as a best estimate from carefull y c hosen periods. 
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Ionospheric variations have precluded the extension 
of sampling periods beyond thi s 2-min limit , and data 
have been selected for which anomalous fading, focus
ing, or group-delay effects have been absent, and for 
which the integrity of the Moon pulse and a high 
signal-to-noise ratio have been preserved throughout 
the period. This procedure itself involves an unavoid
able bias, and does not eliminate the possible effects 
of persistent, discrete echoes at points beyond the 
leading edge of the Moon pulse, which would be 
smoothed out if longer periods had been possible. 

Figure 6 is a familiar z-plot, or range-versus-time 
plot, of the l1.3-m lunar echo received during a IS-min 
period of January 3, 1964, and is included here as an 
illustration of the anomalous echoes and group-delay 
effects which are commonly encountered at decameter 
wavelengths. Th e total range or delay time base in 
figure 6 is 13 msec, from bottom to top, and Eastern 
Standard Time is indicated from left to right. At 
the extreme top of the trace is a white fringe which 
corresponds to the start of the receiver blanking pulse 
associated with a subsequent transmit cycle. It has 
been allowed to appear on the photograph as assurance 
that the apparent group pathlength changes in figure 6 
are not a result of synchronization instability. Fading 
due to polarization rotation is not seen in figure 6 be
cause the Moon echo has been clipped at a low level 
to allow the low-amplitude components to be recorded. 
Notice the anomalous echo at 2201 to 2202 EST, which 
appears at the same time when the Moon, an approach
ing target in space, appears to recede briefly due to 
variations in group pathle ngth. Several short, 10- to 

30-sec duration , discrete echoes are evident in the 
2203 to 2209 EST time interval. Notice in particular 
those at 2203 (6.5 msec delay beyond leading edge), 
2204:40 (5.5 msec delay), and 2205 (9 msec delay). 
A second anomalous echo appears at 2208. Notice 
also the group pathlength changes of over a millisecond 
in magnitude in the 2211 to 2216 time interval. 

Figure 7 contains a second lunar echo z-plot, also 
at 11.3 m made on October 29, 1964. The time base 
in figure 7 is 10 msec from bottom to top. There 
are no extensive group path changes in figure 7, but 
strong, persistent , discrete echoes are evident at 
0031:20 (6 msec delay beyond leading edge) and at 
0033 (7.5 msec delay). Transmitter-off intervals at 
0032 and at 0042 indicate the external noise level , and 
a calibration signal appears at 0034. Notice also the 
wavelike character of the delayed €cho component 
between 0030 and 0033 and between 0041 and 0042. 
This phenomenon cannot easily be explained simply 
in terms of ionospheric modulations , and perhaps 
corresponds to libration-associated progression of 
phase fronts across the lunar surface. Some libra
tion fading structure may be seen in the main compo
nent of the echo between 0038 and 0041. 

Consideration of phenomena such as those in fig
ures 6 and 7 have convinced NRL decameter-wave 
experimenters that scattering distribution data at 
these wavelengths should be carefully selected and 
regarded with caution. 

The existence of persistent, large-amplitude echoes 
at points well beyond the leading edge of the Moon 
pul~e has suggested that a range-Doppler analysis 
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technique might be of value in an attempt to resolve 
the question of their origin. That is, by measuring 
the relative Doppler shift and spectral distribution 
of these echoes , as well as their relative location in 
time delay, it should be possible to determine whether 
they may be associated with individual scattering 
centers, such as large c raters whic h might have ex
tensive planar surfaces associated with steeply slop
ing sides. The coherent integration technique which 
has been described in sec tion 2 is performed with the 
aid of an effective O.l-c/s filt er , which may be com
bined with the 250-Msec range resolution afforded by 
the radar pulse length to yield a 250 Msec X 0.1 cis 
resolution range-Doppler cell . This signal processor 
has only limited applicability to range-Doppler analysis 
in the decameter region, however, because the max
imum libration-associated Doppler shift in this band 
never exceeds approximately 1/2 cis. Furthermore, 
the ionospheric phase-path modulations which have 
been found to have substantial effects upon decame ter
wave radio signals are expected to engender as much 
as lj2 cIs additional di spersion in the lunar echo 
[Evans and Ingalls, 1962]. Once again, it a ppears , 
a cautious process of selec tion must be applied in 
choosing data for analysis_ 

Figure 8 contains a seri es of spec trum meas ure
ments , made with a 300 Msec X 2 cis range-Doppler 
gate, which was applied to the lunar echo in figure 2 
at 2130:25 EST. The gate was moved across the 
lunar echo in 250-Msec (0.25-msec) s teps, a nd meas-
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urements of the spectral distribution were made at 
eac h point from the beginning of the lunar pulse until 
it descended into noise. Amplitude is indicated on 
a linear scale along the ordinate, and Doppler shift 
appears on the abscissa. Notice that the first three 

. photographs show a single, narrow component, whose 
10-dB bandwidth is approximately 0.2 cis. This band
width represents the resolution bandwidth of the analy
sis filter , and the signal in the first three photographs 
represents the large specular component of the echo. 
This component decreases rapidly in amplitude , and 
in the photograph at 1.5 msec a clear split-Doppler 
echo is evident. It may be seen that the lower fre
quency component (- 0.12 cis) dominates until 2.50 
msec, whereupon its spectrum broadens, possibly as 
a result of noise. A large, discrete echo appears 
at - 0.05 cis in the photographs take n at 3.75- and 
4.00-msec delay. It is this type of echo which may 
be associated with a particular scattering center. 
Work has jus t begun on this stud y, however, and 
figure 8 is presented simply as an exam ple of its 
capabilities . No attempt has been made as ye t to 
associate these discrete range-Doppler echoes with 
individual regions on the lunar surface. 

Figure 9 is a series of spectrum measurements made 
from data recorded approximately lj2 min earlier. 
Once more, the initial specular component di splays 
a narrow spectrum , which broadens as the amplitude 
decreases rapidly. A split-Doppler trace appears a t 
1.25-msec delay, with compone nts a t 0.05 cis on either 
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side of the spectrum center. A similar echo appears 
at 2.00-msec delay with the lower component dom
inant. A large, discrete echo, at about - 0.1 cIs, 
appears at 4.00-msec delay. 

4. Conclusion 

It is believed that the radar cross section measure
ments presented in section 2 represent the limit of 
accuracy allowed by ionospheric processes in the 
decameter region. Recent , more precise measure
ments at 11.3 m corroborate the previous suggestion 
[Davis and Rohlfs, 1964] that the total lunar radar 
cross section is subs tantially larger in this region than 
at shorter wavelengths. A modal value of 0.17 times 
the Moon's projected area for this radar cross section 
value is indicated. 

The strong effects of fluctuations in the ionosphere 
upon radio waves in the HF band require that all such 
measurements conducted over a transionospheric 
path be regarded with a note of caution, however, 
and that data be selected carefully to avoid con
tamination by ionospheric irregularities . Group
delay anomalies involving changes of group pathlength 
in excess· of 1 msec within a few minutes' duration 
are common. Anomalous echoes, which may be 
attributed to multi path phenomena, also are encoun
tered frequently. 

The occurrence of persistent, discrete, large
amplitude echoes from ranges well beyond the Moon's 
leading edge has led to an investigation of possible 
individual scattering centers toward the limb of the 
Moon. A simple form of range-Doppler analysis is 
employed for this study, and initial results indicate 
that echoes which are discrete in both range and 
Doppler can indeed be discerned. 
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Di sc ussion Following Davis et al.'s Paper 

I. Shapiro: In view of the extreme interest in accu· 
rate cross section measurements at long wavelengths , 
would it be possible to calibrate on a tes t s phere in 
orbit? 

Answer: Yes, it would be useful to do so. We have 
looked at the Echo II satellite, but signals were too 
weak to be very helpful. 

A. Giraud: Do you have trouble with meteor trails? 
Answer: Only in certain special situations and then 

we excl ude the data. 
T. Hagj'ors: Can yo u explain the variations in range 

of up to 2 msec? 
Answer: We are c urrently exploring ray·tracing 

techniques. 
G. H. Pettengill: Do yo u have a criterion for accept· 

ing or rejec ting data which elimin ates the possibility 
of personal bias? 

Answer: Not with cert ai nty. 
T. Hagj'ors : How is the antenna gain mea ured? 
Answer: Using measureme nts of scale models. 

(Paper 69Dl2-619) 

Lunar Mapping by Coherent-Pulse Analysis 
T. W. Thompson 

Cornell University 

Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory,! Arecibo, Puerto Rico 

This paper describes a study of lunar radar echoes 
by a delay·frequency analysis which resulted in radar 
scattering maps of the moon . Figure 1 shows the 
moon as it was illuminated by the narrow antenna 
beam of the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory radar. 
The echoes are sampled so the Doppler·shifted fre· 
quency spectrum of each delay was determined. Be· 
cause of the finit e length of the transmitter pulse 
length, the return at a particular delay must come 
from the range annulus D. Because the frequency 
processing admits a finite bandwidth, the return at a 
particular frequency must co me from the frequency 
annulus F. Thus a return at a given range and fre· 
quency must come from the intersection of these two 
annuli, the points P and P' of figure 1. Since the 

I Operated by Cornell Uni versity ~ith the support of the Advanced Research Pro'eets 
Agency under a research contract wit h the Ai r Force Offi ce: of Scie ntific Research, dAR. 
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FIGURE 1. Geometry of the moon-radar system. 

area P was within the antenna beam, the return must 
come from it an d not from P'. 

In the radar scattering maps , the re turns in range 
and frequency were mapped onto standard moon 
maps. These returns were expected to vary in range 
and frequency because of certain geometric effects, 
gain variation across the antenna beam, and the 
expected decay of reflected power with delays . 
These predicted variations were eliminated from the 
maps by using, ins tead of measured re fl ected power, 
the quantity 

cons tant x (:J 
where P is the measured power, Po is the expec ted 
power based on the position of the reflecting area in 
the antenna beam and the known reflected power 
behavior of the moon. For convenience, the constant 
was chosen to make the numbers on the maps be near 
100. The radar scattering maps then show normalized 
power returns plotted over their respective re fl ecting 
areas. 

The result of one suc h radar ma ppings is show n 
in fi gure 2. The background mes h shows the delays 
and frequencies at which the returns were recorded_ 
The numbers re present the normalized power returns. 
In the lower right·hand corner, the re fl ecting area for 
a single return is seen to be a parallelogram centered 
on an intersec ti on of the mesh. The di s tances noted 
just above thi s parallelogram are typical for the reso· 
lution of our measure ments. 
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